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Walton scholars dream
of home PAGE 4

Former Bison plays for
Twisters PM.i£ 11

Franks to finish year's ASI lecture series
USA LAUTERBACH
Student reporter

in r.he 1"'11.'1 !Jill m-a other Lmtn !mrn~!T
~.._,York Citv Maw;r Rudv C"..ufumi,~ ~
Bob lk'f'h'. ~Jate e~utiv!!' d.in)dor
of ASL ··:uwr Ire retired la.'<fi ~u~~r..
we began working lo get him l:wre.·

The Ameri(an Studies lrurt:itute will
welcome highly decoral.e~ Four-Star
Army Gen. Tommy Franks to campu.ll
Franb. wlw i." often de~oc>d :ii'*
April 22 a$ the next imtallment of it!'! a f-H)ldtefl" Offi~r, (J(fc~ -.·aluah~ mDistinguished Lecture Sc.rim!. Fr.:tnb sighti! on war and It$ inevitabkl' ~-....
will ~.-peak in the Belli!Oll Audit.orium P.eeJy ii~ai<l
at 7:30p.m.
,
"He'~> the real duog- a glOl(:Jd ~k
Franks. who ret.ired from his .mili- l··r. bumorow;.~ ~ly ;;aid. *He re.-a.IIly
tary career in August 2003. was comknow~ what':If g,Ai~ 1m
right JlfM'."'
mander of the U.S. Central Cmnmand
for throo yea.rs and Jed during :!fOJlle of
&ely~ f'r:;mk~'
tbe most trying times in U.S. military
wor!:b wou.Bd ~ ~~
history. including Sept_ 11 and wan; in
emily re~"mlt 1[-rn~J,>Iii)d
both Afghanistan and Iraq.
~ring dV! ~mt. ~"'
:WU.rffllll.lt •
.Natii.r~Jll3l
Franks began hi<> military career in
1007 as u I'!CCOnd heutf'nant ;1.nd first
~-m'ity ;w~w (~<OW··
I!Crved in combat as an arrillerv ot.'firor
d!~~.,..~~~ Riic~~? :a~nd the
in Vietnam.
·
~Jill cvm:mii~.")'Jll..
The triltk? ~ f'r:m}:;;~
In lOOCJ was ~~hclll'en to partidpatfi'
in the Army's Degree Comple-tion Pro- p:re~nt.aliorn
~ '11Je ·c~mpaip
gram and attended tht> Unive:f!';ity of · Trial'-,.~ t..J &~-.d 2l1lll'li
Texas in Arlington where be received &yood. and~ 010038 War <')ll! T~~n>v._.
a degree in business administr..tt:ion. 008 -··From P~-r(jl ~.1~.."
Frank." spent time between hi'> two toun;
Fran.k"' ~1kfJ ·~· an AS.I ewt~<ll»>t iiml
in \\'e~t Germany al the Armed Forr~ DaHa.li' F.,-b. 26. ~·ady f~.l' lfU'-opi!e· ;a;ttStaff College and the Pentagon. He hai! ~ended tm ~l'~nt . .ai.Dd ~]J; ~ b/¥
since re<:-eived many bonor:li' including ~ii:ved f.). '".!'IYJ~n'\1:' ~-Sr~·
the Defense Di'lting!WI:be-d Medal OJ;.. Jl:J~Mtban Bryan atlWnll!.>d ~~· F~11:t·
tingu:IJ.fhed Sen-ice :\IeWJL the Legion fJf pr~'lltlrtm.
Merit and the Purple Heart.
·•f doougbt hi• ..-a,. •~•' t<.i•lftt~ ~ .~~lf
Fr.mks wa.; a]i/0 na.med Time ~ .,v.;-.u;J!:n¥ I''¥~ ~~~· :Bn';;m .~ ··:&oazine's pen;un elf too w~k in Mareh «:3~ 1))1( t~ $llll~:'tt·I!Mtt·~ll'.. u~-~
2002.
bjm to ~ w~n ~n.r~ - lhrl\lllt _liD¢, w~
~He's the higiK~ J'rofile personality
,;;l!ilr]l'ri;ol~~< l,;,..mt~'"

me

Looking for the finish lit:~e
President David Burks. followed closely by AU-American cross country runner Jacob Rodch.
approaches the finish line of the Run For Their Lives 3k race April15. The race, which was sponsored
by the service organization One. raised money for the Student Association's Umoja Project.

Ju Go Ju, Ko Jo Kai
recapture Spring Sing
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Candidates file to
run for SA offices

'Riches,' 'I Spy' tie for first runner up
MEGHAN MICHAELSON
Copy editor

After all of the long hours of work,
Spring Sing has come and gone. And as
the dust scitk>s. many belit•ve Spring Sing
Z004 was the best show in a long time.

''Each subsequent year ii:'thc best.
year.~ Dr. Steve Frye. SpringSingdit-ector and associat~) profes>:!(lr of c..·ommunication. said. ~Every show bru; a different
feeling. I feel wp ~>Uc..>t."Ceded in realizing
the theme oftbe show.~
Many students who JYalti:ipated came
out with a new sense of unity and friend'§;hip with those that they worked with.
Frye said he was gratified by the clubs'
~iUingness l:o work together.
"The club; Well' extremely ('(JOperatiw,~
Frye said. ~It showed in quality of the perrormanct'. and it Showed in friendships
oti.;tage. I couldn't be more pleased.~
Act~onling t~ Ftyt', more than 12.000
audience members attended Spring Sing
this war. ~I wail amazed at the size of
tht>
and their entht.L<>iasm.~ Frye
said. ""'~'here were !>tanding ovation.-. for
·nil five p:rformances.~

crowds

Ju GoJu and Ko Jo Kai won the John
H. Ryan Sweep&akes award for their
show. ·'Sooutin' for Badges.~ Gamma
Sigm .Phi, Th'T. Zeta Rho and friends'
show, ~I Spy, Private Eye.~ tied fur first
nmner up with Delta Chi Th,>lta, Kapp.'l.
Gamma Epsilon. Kappa Kappa Kappa
and fri(•nds' "Rags to Riches.~
Chi Sigma Alpha and Rt~gina took
second runner up with. "Alwayt~ LoOk
a Gift Horse in the Mouth.~ Chi Kappa
Rho, Chi OrnL'ga Pi, Delt.a Gamma Rho
and friends took third runner up with
~Your Field or Mine.'"
The club diredors voted to rerognire
~Your Field or Mine~ with the Spirit.
Award, an honor given to the cl.uh act
that best displayed a Ch.rL.:;tian attitude
during the preparatioo:S..
Sophomore Carrie Witter. director of
~Scoutin' for Badges,~ said creating the
Bhow was e.xbawoting, but the pmdudion
went better than ~he expected.
~After aD of the work and tiringprae~ nyingtocoOntinatethe show, I don't
think that we could hav(' dollf' a be>tter
job,~ Witter .said. 1'bis :;ohow will definitely he ;;omething to remember...
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OUTSIDE THE BUBBLE
StarT to dean Pepperdine Law School
Kenneth Starr, the independent counsel
for the Whitewater investigation in 19H4,
was appointed dean of Pepperdine University
School ofLaw April6.
Starr will assume the position Aug. 1.
As a partner at Kirkland & Ellis LLP in
Washingt.on, D.C., Starr also led the investigation in the affair of former president Bill
Clinton and Monica Lewinsky.
Pepperdine President Andrew K. Benton
said Starr was chosen because he was the
"best candidate from a field of eminently
qualified candidates."
"His career has exemplified the highest
ethical standards and unqualified perBOnal
and professional integrity," Benton said. "He
will serve as a role model not only for our
students, but for the entire Pepperdine community."

WEEKLY WINDOW

Local teenager charged with arson
A White County teenager was arrested
April 8 and charged with arson for the April
5 fire that destroyed a workshop at the residence of a county justice of the peace.
The teenager received a juvenile citation
and was releas-ed into his parents' custody,
Searcy police Lt. Tim Webb said.
The fire caused $15,000 worth of property
damages.

Man convicted of four OWls released
An Arkansas man whose sentence was
commutated by Gov. Mike Huckabee last
week was released from prison Tuesday.
Eugene Fields, who was sent~nced to six
years in prison for his fourth offense of driving
while intoxicated, had served 7 112 months of
his sentence.
Without the governor's commutation, Fields
would have been eligible for release June 1,
according to Dina Tyler, a spokesman fur the
state Department of Correction.
Robert Presley, Crawford County's chief
deputy prosecut<>r, argued that the release
date would not have been until August and said
he was disappoinred about the commutation.
''The issue is that we want to send a strong
message that driving while intoxicated is
wrong and that it's dangerous," Presley said in
the April15 issue of the Arkansas DemocratGazette.

Child survives on Gatorade,noodles
A 5-yeru:-old California girl who was
trapped fur 10 days after a car crash that
killed her mother was recovering well at a hospital Wednesday.
Highway workers found Ruby Bustamente
Tuesday while they we1-e repairing a guardrail on California state Route 60. Her mother,
Norma, had died within minutes of the crash,
according to the autopsy report.
Family members say the girl survived by
drinking Gatorade and eating dried noodles
that she found in the car.

FACES IN THE CROWD
Amanda White, Freshman
Hometown: ElDorado,
Ark.
Major: Nursing
Favorite food: "My
mother' s roast and
potatoes"
Favorite book: "The Bible
because every time I read
it I learn something .new."
Hobbies: O'laching littJ br th ' p< rts
teams and working as a pharmacy
technician

What · something lbat mo t people do
not know about you? "I have a b1 ther
that is 14 years Jde:r that me!"

Where do you see yourself 10 years
down the road? "I will be 28 yea
ld and
man:i d.l will hopefully have a c
M
nursing career and will have traveled to
many parts f the wodd ~ r mission work."

CAMPUS IN BRIEF

I (OMINGUP

Organ to fill dean position

NewPA program approved

Dr. Dennis Organ, professor of
English, has accepted the position of
dean of the College of Arts and Humanities, effective June 1.
Organ has been chairman of the
English department since 1981 and
has served as executive director of
the Alpha Chi honors society since
1B94.
In addition, Organ has served on
various campus and national committees and organizations.
Organ will be replacing Dr. Larry
Long, who will replace Dr. Dean
Priest as vice president for academic
affairs June 1. Priest decided to step
down due to health-related issues
and to get back into full-time classroom teaching.

The administration approved
a new master's level ph:~rsician
assistant program, President David Burks announced in a faculty
e-mail April 9. The program is
planned to begin fall2005.
Dr. Michael Murphy, a medical
doctor, has been named director of
the program.
Murphy, 1977 Harding gradu·
ate, earned his medical degree
from the University ofr.fissouri in
Colwnbia and has held academic
appointments in family medieine
residency at Souther.n Illinois
University, the University of Tennessee and Cox Health Systems.

Alexander named director
Harold Alexander, a counselor in
the Student Support Services, has
been appointed full-time director of
the Academic Advising Center and
assistant to the vice president for
academic affairs, effet~tive .June 1.
Alexander, who has worked with
student support services since 1991,
began working with the advising center in 2001, where he advised undecided majors and served as part-time
director of advising.

FBI hosts Uttle Rockjob fair
The LiLLie Ruck d1V1 ion o£
the FBI is hosting a career fair at
the Amerisuites, 10920 Financial
Centre Parkway in Little Rock,
from 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Saturday,
April24.
The division is hoping to recruit men and women for positions as special agents.
Anyone who would like more
information should contact the
Harding career center at 279-4454
or visit student center 239.

4,16 "Cheaper By the Dozen,• Benson
Auditorium, $2, proceeds to benefit
Umoja Project, 8 p.m.
4.17 Lacrosse vs. Truman State University,
Columbia, Mo., 11 a.m.

4.17 Baseball vs. University of Arkansas at
Monticello, Monticello, noon.
4.17 "The lord of the Rings: Fellowship of the
Ring," Benson Auditorium, 7 p.m.
4.18 Lacrosse vs. University of Kansas,
Columbia, Mo., 11 a.m.

4.18 Baseball vs. University of Arkansas at
Monticello, Monticello, 1 p.m.

4.18 Women's open house,6:30-8:15 p.m.
4.21 Baseball vs. Lyon College, Batesville, Ark.,
3p.m.
4.22 ASI speaker Gen. Tommy Franks, Benson
Auditorium, 7:30p.m.
4,22 Singing Under the Stars, Front Lawn, 10 p.m.

4.23 "Not Picture Perfect," Front Lawn, 6 p.m.
4.24 Ultimate Frisbee Tournament, intramural
fields, 9 a.m.
4.24 Baseball vs. Ouachita Baptist.
Arkadelphia, Ark., noon.
4.24 "Not Picture Perfect," Front Lawn, 6 p.m.
4.25 "Not Picture Perfect, • Front Lawn, 4 p.m.
4.25 Baseball vs. Ouachita Baptist,
Arkadelphia, Ark., 1 p.m.

4.27 Harding Awards, Heritage Auditorium, 7
p.m.
4.30 "The Boys Next Door" Uttle Theater, 7
p.m.

NMS
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Fresh design, people
stories fill ne\V book
STEVEN PROFAIZER
Student reporter

CIJIITlS S£lliGHT /The Biso<l

Will spring stay?
A garden of purple irises basks in the spring sunshine:. Although students welcomed the official spring season to campus more
than a month ago, Searcy saw below-average temperatures most oft he week. However, the end is in site; the temperature is forecasted to rise to around 78 degrees Friday.

Students wanted for Saturday's Dash
ANDREA MARTIN
Student reporter
Mothers Against Drunk Driving
requests more student involvement
in the 21st annual1\:1ADD Dash
scheduled for April17 at 8 a.m.
The race is a combina~n ofthree
events: a 5k run, a lOk run, and a
1/2 mile fun run. The members of
MADD sponsor
the race annually
to raise money for
MADD
equipment fur onDASH
site aJrohol testing,
to sponsor poster
andes..'layrontests,
and to assist people
who have been
• Apll17.8a,m.
affected by drunk
• ConsiSts cia
S< IU'\ l<ltiU"l drivers.
About 80
and a Ill mile
Harding students
uuvn
participate in the
race every year, according to J.D. Yingling, associate
profussor of kinesiology and director
of the ra<-'e.
To encourage participation, the
Dash entry fee i.'l. $10 prior to the

race and $15 on the day of the r.tce.
Dr. Paul Pollard, professorofBi.ble
and furmer director of the race, said
compared to other benefit runs, the
MADD Dash i':l inexpensive.
"Several hundred runners participate each year," Pollard said.
"We probably couldn't do the race
without [Harding] students."
As anotherinoontive to run, :M..IDD
isooro~aoom~ti~noo~oon

Harding ~-ial clubs to see who can
get the most participation. The winning elub will receive a plaque and
a pizza party, Yingling said.
After receiving encouragement
from social club members and
professors, senior ,Jonathan Teal,
a member of King's Men, signed
up for the Dash.
'1 saw the need to help out," Teal
said "lfs a good program that is run
across the nation. It's a good Service
activity to do."
In addition to needing runners,
:M..WD needs volunteers to help dire<..'t traffic and other activities. Tri
Kappa social club is directing traffic
at the 5k course, and the Kinesiology
Club is helping at the finish line.

All volunteers will receive a free
T-shirt for their efforts.
Pollard said many MADD
members and Dash runners
participate because a drunk
driver has affected them.
"Students have had family
losses and participate," he said.
"With 18,000 killed a year,
drunk driving affects virtually
everybody."
Searcy's MADD began the
race after Harry Miller, who
was Searcy's director of parks
and recreation, was killed by a
drunk driver. Miller had laid out
a race course called the Skyline
Scamper as an activity for the
city. After 1.\lill.er's death, Polla1-d
used Miller's course as the lOk
fur the MADD Dash and named
it in Miller's honor.
Students interested in the
MADD Dash can contact Yingling at 279-4765 fur infOrmation.
For general l\1ADD information,
students should contact Pollard
at 279-45r.>4.
'We can find a place for your
abilities to be used," he said. m:

Annual Silver
City Carnival
set for April 24

editor-in-chief,
said. '1n the past,
the stories in the
people section of
the yearbook have
been largely based
on activities. This
year, we included a
lot of full-page stories
about Harding students
themselves. These are
interesting stories that
people will really want
to read."
Lewis said the people section of
the Petit .Jean is only one area of
the book that underwent changes.
There~ a new section named "leadership," a:Q.d the general appearance
of the yearbook received an update
as well.
'We paid a lot more attention
to the design this year," Lewis
said. "Most of the time, yearbook
staffs focus on getting as much
onto a page as possible. Thi..c; year
we used fewer photos and focused
on making it less overwhelming t.o
look tht'(JUgh."
A lot of the Petit Jean staffs effurts
were fucused on overrom.ing obbtacles
along the way, Lewis said.
With the launch of the new
Banner system, the staff lost it.s
yearbook indexing program. Thls
meant that staff members had to
go through every portrait and club
photograph in the yearbook to manually compile the page numbers for
each person.
Another major obstacle was

PetitJean.
"A lot of people have worked
really hard on this yearbook, and
rm excited for everyone to SE..>e what
we've been able to put together,"
junior Kelli Ohrenberger, Petit Jean
academics editor, said. "It's reallv
special to me to work on something
that people will keep and look back
at for the rest of their lives."
In chapel April 29, the yearbook staff will officially reveal the
theme and cover design fur this
year's book, as well as announce
the faculty member to whom the
book is dedicated.
"Even with all the hurdles we
had to jump over to finish this
yearbook, I couldn't be happier
with this year," Lewis said. "I got
to work with a truly amazing staff,
and I think the students will realize
that when they look through this
year's Petit Jean."
Distribution of the yearbooks
is scheduled for 3-5 p.m. April
29-30. The location of distribution will be announced that week
in chapel."'

279-4330

The Student Association
will once again host its Silver
City Carnival in the Silver City
housing authority in Little Rock
from noon to 2 p.m., Saturday,
April24.
The carnival will featu1-e 1015 games, such as a ring toss, a
football toss and a moon bouncer
in tht> shape of a eastle. The cru:nival will al'll) serve hotdog.<: and
candy to locHJ youth.
Senior Robert Meyer, chairman
of the carnival, said the event is
an outreaeh method sponsored
by the SA and the Silver City
ehureh of Christ. According to
Meyer. what once began as a
Sunday event for the church
youth grew into a ministry for
the eommunity.

nUmited Check Writin

stmtcd ~ DllW IW:t
by mov.ing.i to Saturday.''
Meyer said. "We distributed fly'Vi{<

~'em·)

et·s to attract people not already
associated with the church."
Meyer said the move was a
success.
"Fifteen kids st.art{ld coming
to the chureh after the emnival.'"
Meyer said. 'We hope to see something like that happen again."
Sign-ups for the event will
be available next week. and
Meyer said anyone is welcome
to come.

um

strudents." senior Renee
Lewis, Petit Jean

See, even small ads get noticed.

MEGHAN MICHAELSON
Copy editor

.

A stude.nt overoomes injuries from
an accident so severe paramedics
thought he was dead.
A student receives a reality check
when he watches his friend die while
training for a swim competition.
A student sees Courtney Cox
and Jennifer Aniston while he
unknowingly has corn stuck in
his teeth.
These are all real stories about
real Harding student.'> that will be
included in thi'l year's Petit Jean.
"We trJed cu:i l'lti.ng .rocu:e of
yearbook towru:d B.a:rding

encountered during an attempt
to make things more efficient and
convenient for the staff members.
In last year's Petit Jean, most of the
candid pictures were shot digitally,
but the student portraits were made
with film cameras. 'l'his year, all of
the photographs contained in the
Petit Jean are digital images.
"The advance to digital was
supposed to make everything much
easier on all of us," Lewis said. "It
didn't happen."
Issues arising from the photogrdphy studio led to a mix-up of many
names and pictures~ all of which
the staff had to sort out.
"We faced our share of
problems tms year, but we
didn't let them overshadow
all of the work we put into
the yearbook," Jim Miller,
director of student publications. said. "We got
through it all, learned
a lot and feel good
about what we accomplished."
Miller is not the
only one pleased with
the outcome of all the work
put into this year's edition of the

--------------~~~------------FIRST COMMUNITY B
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Students to perlorm

improv show on lawn
LISA BLOUNT

Student reporter

A student-directed improv
show, "Not Picture Perfect,"
will play for an audience of all
ages next weekend on the Front
Lawn.
The shows will begin at ()
p.m. on Friday, April 23, and
Saturday, April24. The Sunday,
April 25, show will start at 4
p.m. The show is free; however,
concessions will be available at
a small price in order tO support
the show's expenses.
Upperclassmen may recognize
the similarity of this show with
the production of"Harding Life
Unscripted" in spring 2001.
Junior Trev Cooke the show's
director, said he is exclted about
this show, which he put together
as part of his junior seminar.
"Being in 'Harding Life Unscripted' was a great learning
experience," Cooke said. "During
that show, I saw some things that
I wanted to change, so I built on
those changes and added some
other things to form this show
idea."
Other inspirations also came
from Cooke's high school theater
experiences and his freshmen experience with Harding's theater
group, Pied Pipers.
Cooke said 13 individuals will
be improvising each night, and
around 30 people will be involved
with behind-the-scenes needs.
These 13 members will be
divided into four improv groups
each night. Each performance
will not only be a show but a
contest as well. Judges will rate
Freshman ManueiTourlay looks up from his song book Wednesday night at a Spanish devotional in the Ganus Building. Tourlay
is one of 60 Walton International Scholars enrolled at Harding, who will return to their home countries after graduation to work.

Wohon scholars toke steps to give bock to countries
EMILY B. WADE
Student reporter

Wal-MartfounderSam Walton
and his wife Helen.
There are 180 students chosen
ixty tudents. ome of each year from more than 300
whom had never heard applicant.c;; each year to come to
Harding University, the United Stat-es. Ifthe applitook the chance of a life, cants pass the entry requirement,
time to attend college in they are then interviewed by subthe United States. They are the committees and move on to yet
WaJlon International Scholars another interview before finding
who came to Harding
out if thev will re"The scholarship is
from Central Americeive the four-year
ca based on an agree- not for me. It's for my $80,000perstudent
ment.
country. It's a chance endowment.
The agreement
After the stuto give back what
says that whatever
dents are chosen,
I've been given."
length of time the ROBIN MATANOYICH, SEHIOR they are divided
scholar stays in the
into three groups
United States they
based on major
and placed at
are then committed
to staying in their country for John Brown University, the
University of the Ozarks and
the same amount of time.
"The scholarship is not for Harding University.
me," senior Robin Matanovich,
According to Matanovich,
of Nicaragua, said. ''It's for my being awarded the scholarship
country. It's a chance to give back has less to do with grades and
more to do with a participant's
what I have been given."
The Walton International attitude and willingness to be
Scholars Program is funded involved.
by the Walton Family FounMatanovich has had to face
dation, a philanthropic orga- students who associate Walt.on
nization run by the family of International Scholars with poor,
uneducated studentsexploring
opportunities
only found in
America.
"When I
first arrived
here, every one

S
or

asked me how I liked coming to
the United States of America,"
Matanovich said. "I am :from a
place that has 3 million people. I was not impressed with
Sean:y, but. I thought Harding's
campu.o::; was beautiful. I don't
want to take this opportunity
for granted, but we are normal
students too."
Some Walton student..<; have
continued their education at
Harding after getting their
undergraduate degrees.
"It was a personal goal for
me to get my master's," graduate student Esperaw..a Massana
said. "The market back home
is competitive for me to get to
a job. The plan was for me to
wait three years before I went
back, but it's hard to refucus your
goals and leave your job."
Before returning to Harding
to get her mru,iers degree, Massana worked in the marketing
department for Nine West in
Central America for one year.
Although the Walton International Scholars are from all
over Centrdl America, they get
together twice a semester for
meetings, a dinner party and
visit to one of the other schools
parti<:ipating in the program.
"One time we actually met
Mrs. Walton," Matanovich said.
"My friend had her sign a dollar bill for good luck. I thought
it was so creative."

perlOrulance,humo~propsand

outstanding characters.
Throughout each performance, groups will lose points
and gain them back. In the end,
the group with the most points
wins fur the night. Sophomore
Kim Toliver, one of the show's
performers, said it remind.c;; her
of a TV game show.
"It's kind of like 'Who Wants
to be a Millionaire,' but the points
really do matter," Toliver said.
Anotherperfunner, sophomore
David Skelton, said he looks for-

ward to seeing what the groups will
bring to the show each night.
"Every night will be a different
show,"Skeltonsaid. 'Whenyouthrow
fi.mr different people together in a
diffurent group each night, every
person's talents are used to create
a uniqueness not found in the previou."l show."
Some of the members of the
show have had previous theater/
improv experience, and some have
not. Skelton said although he didn't
have a theater department in his
high school, he tried to be involved in
several theater productions at Oklahoma Christian University before
he transferred to Harding.
Freshman Michelle Staggs said
doing an improv show is diffurent
from anything she's ever done in
theater.
"It's a challenge," Staggs
said. "You have
to get out of your
comfort zone
and pull things
out ofyour head
that you never
thought you'd
come up with ...
like oombiningthe
theme of'Pirates
ofthe Caribbean'
with 'Pokemon'
and trying t.o
make that make
sense."
Toliver said
getting tn know
fellow cast members makes the
i.mprov easier.
"The hardest thing in the rehearsals for improv shows is not knowing
the people you are working with,"
Toliver said. "Once you start hanging out more and more, you can
read people bette.r. You start to
know where they're going to go
with a joke."
Sophomore Micah Thomason
agreed with Toliver. "Working
with people you don't know yet
is tough, but the interaction with
each other has become my favorite
part of doing this show," Thomason
said. "Improv is the type of thing
that I'm comfortable with. I'm a
very spontaneous person." w

April16. 8 p.m. Benson.
"Cheaper by the Dozen"
April17. 7 p.m. Benson.
"Lord of the Rings: Fellowship of the Rings"

April 23.8 p.m. Benson.
"Big Fish"
April 24.7 p.m. Benson.
"lord of the Rings: The Two Towers"

May 1. 7 p.m. Benson.
"Lord of the Rings: Return of the King"

$2
Today, pri.l 16, is the day.
Will you respond?

Junior Rafael Ramirez. a Walton scholar from Ciudad
Victoria, Mexico, focuses on the devotional Wednesday
night. The Walton International Scholar program agreement states scholars must return home after graduation
and reside there at least the same amount of time they
were in the states.
CUfffiSSERIGHr !Thelfuon

Go to chc student aentcr booth. You know you want to.

HEALTH &WELLNESS

www.harding.edu/thebison/health.html

ATENAS HERNANDEZ
Student reporter

I

Atkins products flll up
grocery store shelves

n recent years, diet fads have
included appetite suppressant
pills, miracle shakes and food
deprivation. A..:; supermarkets'
shelves fill up with low carbohydrate products, including pasta,
bagels and chocolate chip cookies,
it is becoming apparent that a new
dieting trend is taking over.
It was Dr. Robert Atkins who
popularized the theory that dieters can eat all the proteins they
want and still lose weight if they
limit their intake of carbohydrates.
For years, promoters of the Atkins
diet have advised dieters to satisfy
their hunger with liberal amounts
of steaks, eggs and other foods with
saturated fats.
The Atkins
diet consists of
three phases:
induction, weight
loss and maintenance. The diet works by inducing a state of ketosis: rleprived of
carbohydrates, the body believes
it is starving and bmns fat instead
of carhs. Ketosis allows vou t() eat
as much food as you lik~ while in
this state.
Fi""eshman Oll"'CY McEntyre tried
Atkins after hearing about the diet
from his parents' friends. Along
with the diet, McEntyre exercised
by running 30 minutes every day
and working out at the gym three
times a week.
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Before the diet, McEntyre
weighed 285 pounds. Aft.er five
months on the Atkins diet, .McEntyre dropped 80 pounds, losing
about 4 pounds per week. He is
majoring in di-

This trend has also caught up
with fast food restaurants. Subway was among the first chains
to embrace the low-carb fad
with its introduction of Atkins'
diet-approved
wraps. Then,
emtica. whichhe
It was Dr. Robert Atkins
other major
believes mru:leit
who popularized the
chains rolled
esSJ r 'Wr him to
follow the diet
theory that dieters can eat out their own
carefully.
plans: Burger
all the proteins that they
"To succeed
King and Mcwant
and
still
lose
weight
on this diet
Donald's are
if they limit their intake of now adveryou must enjoy eggs, meat
tising a buncarbohydrates.
and high-proless burger
tein foods and
wrapped in
be prepared for a life without lettuce.
carbs," McEnt~·re said.
Dietetics professionals cauIn order to aid Atkin.<! dieters tion consumers to remember
to live without carbohydrates, that low-carb does not mean
many companies are calorie-free, and, in the end, it
offering "low-carb" is always important to see thH
foods. But what bigger picture and evaluat{) yom·
does low-carb mean'? diet as a whole.
Thel'\":l is CUJ"J.'ently no
lega] de.fin.i.tion, but
the Food and Dr ug Adm.inistra:-

l.ion m v .t tandard .;OQn.
Although there isn't a legal
definition, it is easy to under-stand how carbohydrates are
being removed from food.
Food manufacturers are replacing traditional wheat flour
with soy or almond flour and
adding artificial or non-carbohydrate sweeteners; by doing
so, they are able to cut back the
carbohydrates in many of the
world's favorite foods.

Crossing stress lines can affect headache patterns
UNDSAY ROBINSON
Rocky Mountain Collegian (Colorado

StateU.)
(D-WIRE) FORT COLLINS,
Colo. -Life. Stress. Headaches.
The three sometimes seem to be
inter(xmnected. Life ean be stressful.
Stress can cause headaches.
Tension-type is the mo..c;t common headache, caused by muscle
tension in the neck, scalp and
shoulders. These headaches are
characterized by a nagging pain
in the back of the head where the
neck and skull meet.
These headaches can be triggered
both by physical stress, such as eye
stmin or bad posture, and emotional
stress.
"\\"hen we pen:eive something as
stressful or worrisome, we activate
our fight or flight response, and one
of the things that happens is generali7.ed muscle tenseness, which,
over time, can create muscle pain
and sometimes leads to headaches,"

said Jennifer Thomas, a graduate
student assistant with the Colorado
State University Coun.~ling Center's
Stress Management Program.
According to www.headachehelp.org, 70 to 90 percent of people suffer from occasional tension
headaches.
SU7..anne Simons, executive director of the National Headache
Foundation, said sometimes a
stress "let down," when poople finally get a break from stress, can
cause tension headaches.
''Some pNJI)le work through
stress really well, and a lot of
times people mak{~ it through the
week; then on the weekends they
get headaches," Simons said.
Weekend tension headaches
can also he triggered by staying
out late or sleeping longer than
usual during the week, because
this strays from the body's normal sleep cycle.
Most experts advise against
taking over-the-counter medica-

tion t·egularly to t..'Ombat tension
headaches.
Gerald Mclnto..<Jh of the Center
for Neuro Rehabilitation Services in
Fort Collins said taking pain medication on a regular basis can cause
chronic daily headaches and medicine-rebound headaehes.
"When the medicine wears off,
the headache will come back," Mcc
Intosh said. "It just becomes more
chronic and more troublesome."
Thomas said medicine should
he avoided because, while it may
relieve the pain temporarily, it is
not fixing the stress that is the
headaches' root cause.
"You could be taking Advil for
months trying to get rid of your
headaches, but unless you start
thinking about how stress is contributing to them you might be
doing it for a long period oftime,"
Thomas said.
Mcintosh said an anti-inflammatory drug such as ibuprofen is
the best bet for those who de"'ide

to take medication.
Instead of popping pain pills, experts suggest first pinpointing the
source ofstress. Simons :rooommends
keeping a headache di::u'Y to identify
when headaches are most likely to
occur and what causet~ them.
''Recx.lglrizi.ngwhat. itis thati."' your
nigger is the most important thing,"
Simons said. "Stress in small doses
can be good, but you need to recognize when you cross the line."
It is possible to keep a tension
headache from growing after the
pain has already begun to develop.
Expcrt..c;mcommend relaxation techniques such as controlled diaphragmatic breathing, guided visualization
and progressive muscle relaXation,
which involves adivelytensingand
releasing the muscles.
"Another style is body scanning,
searching your body fur any kind of
tension you might be having and just
letting it go, reduce that tension,"
Thomas said. "Becoming aware of
the tension you might he holding

• Headaches can be c:aused by
physiC:alor enodonal stfJin or by
changes In sleep cycles.

• The best 1//liy to alleviate tension
~is to avoid the ~ress
..Qt~Ses

mem.

• suttt~seor hot showt!fS&n N!le B temlon

headache,.

in your neck or head or face is a
big step."
Stretching, self~massage, exercise and hot showers are also good
tension-relievers.
Simons said an easy way to combat an oncoming headache is simply to get away from the stressful
situation or envi.I•onment.
"If you're hunched over your
computer writing a paper or something, get up, move around, stretch,
take a little break and come back,"
Simons said. "*

••••
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SEARCY MEDEAL CENTER
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We may not
stay up with you all. night,
but we'll help you
through it.
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Footwear fashion walks into 21 sf century 'in style'
AMANDA SEMBER
Student reporter
tntp andals, ftip-.6 p

. lip, thongs for fee or he
-ab ad b e . Call th .m
what y will, tbeYre too easy
w ru·
out of lyle for
college students. Every year, the
steps taken to summer break are
done in these shoes.
Business fashion expert Lydia Ra:msey claims in her article
"Flip-Flops- For the Office or
the Beach?" that what we know
today as fiip-flops (so named because of the sound they make
when walking) came into existence around 2000 B.C. Originating in the warmer climates
of the world, they were the (only)
style before they became "in style."
They were created as a basic item
to protect the soles of feet when
walking outdoors; the toe strap
made sandles easy to wear.
Since its initial role as an item
of necessity, the flip-flop has done
tlip-flops in the fashion world. It
is a trend famous for its disap·
pearing and reappearing acts.
Latest desigilers have rendered

S
o

them reinvented and ready for wear
with any outfit.
~flops with two-inch pump heels,
tlip-flops with light-up thongs, tlipflops with diamond encrusted sides.
Your sneaker never had it so good.
They are sold in every imaginable
fabric and heel/sole height in prices
rangingil'om $5
from Old avy, t

As a native of Florida, Carson
understands the necessity of the
open-shoe, especially in the heat of
a Southern summer.
"Some of the sandals they've come
out with are so cute," Carson said. "H
you wear them right it just makes
the outfit."
Flipare · ries filed un·
$405 from Oucci Since its Initial role as an item of dram oage . r
They come in a necessity, the flip-flop has done cate ric , ~ual
variety of man· flil>'flops in the fashion world w ar,
cb wear.
made and natural
bower wear and
materials in any Latest designers have render"ed n w w rk w nr.
them reinvented and ready for
In. time r ·ual
color and de \ign
you c.a.n imagine.
Friday. for 5ers.
wear with any outfit.
Other than ramen
ftip-flo[m ha"e been
noodles, they are
maktn nn appearthe top staple in
1\D
I the ffi .
the dorm room, gym bag and back However, Corby O'Connor, business
seat of a college student.
etiquette columnist for the New Jer, Dr. Dee Carson, assistant vice sey Star Ledger, warns against this
president for student services, de- merging of the casual and corporate
scribes ~e fashion sense of Harding world.
students as ~common sense."
"As far as flip-Bops are concerned.
"Our students make up a very spe· don't even consider wearing them to
cific unique population," Carson said. your job unless )"OU are a lifeguard.
"They strive to be stylish and comfurt- Not only are they casual to the exable but also presentable and profes- treme and indicate you don't take
sional; this is something the newest your job too seriously; they pose a
styles have allowed them to do."
safety hazard to your feet." "

Flip-flop feedback
1. Why do yoll wear flip-fkJps?

"Comfort," "My feet can breathe easier," "To shower at camp," "They're nice and light for a warm sunny day,.. ~rm always running late, and fiip-6ops are quick and easy to put on," "I don't like wearing socks.~
2. Where do you think tM ideo came from?
"I invented it," "a designer," ~Greek sandals," "ancient Egyptians," "a very lazy person," ·don't know.ft
3. Strafi//Ut outfit you 'ue el~er woml seen flip·fkJps with?
"He was wearing shorts with long black dress socks," "My sist-er wore ftip-6ops to her prom.~ "long-sleeved shirt, panta

and flip-6ops,'' "With a kimono," "Suit and black socks."
4. Socks with flip-flops, why or why notr
General consensus was a not. Two exceptions were answers of"not unless you come from
looks European."

Maine,~

and "yes, it

5. Flow cold is too cold to wear flip•Pups?
i OBW rs w 11t
high "65 d g
·
cold," averaged at "when the temp gels below 50," one llaid
"Ci'eezing,'' IUld ome di ·hru'<i fan lOQd by "Never!"

6. How old is too old to wear flip-flops?
General consensus was a resounding, "You're never too old!,. A couple answered. "When your
feet start wrinkling," and others had had enough of 40 and 63-year-olds wearing them.

7. Where do you buyyo'lff flip·/UJps and for how much!'
A lot of Wal-Mart shoppers here, othe frequent Old Navy, Lands End and the Gap.
Prices went as high o 9 0 and ~ I w n
(the person geta flip-flops from home).
• AnaWI!tfl provided by student6 in a suM.')'

LEISURE
Searcy finds a fortune with
buffet of Chinese restaurants

www.harding.edu/thebison/leisure.html
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Tastes of Eastern cuisine fill East Race Street

"1be PrOctualn"'
Memphls'Orpheum TheetJe.pr&

BRANDON SUBLETTE

ems me lkoldway1tloW~ PrD-i

Student reporter

dua!rs..through April 25,. ExiJc:t,tunM
Cllltbe ~ www.OI'J)heummemphts.cotl'l.llcke!scan be j)ur·
dtaSedatWWW~.(X)m.Tid<·

et pnces range from $2750 to$75.

"The Sound Of MQSk't
De$oto FamilylheiltR!~ ~

Sound d MUSft" at the DesotoGMG
eente~lheater il't~ Miss, at

7 p.m. tonight Tic:kets are on sale ar
www.~lorS~

~ (l)

s

ArlcanASTnlvl1ilrS

The At"qosas 't~i~Ye~ers. the class
M alfiinnetotthe~ An~baseball teem. wllllilke
l'tle field for tftieir home q)teOer

againn1heWl&ica~at
RayW~ Reid In l..ktte ROck at 4

Pll\Apl'l!llf£"(~~
M·the enw gate wS6 ans~J,SS.fo't
the Tr~c:omp!Me2004 SN-

~0~-~

AdcaltsaSl'wllars

lrtihelr~garne~fhe

season.~ 'JWI5U!n.Aitcansis' ~

MOSIE
....,a.....,

.BeactHoWig CIXI1tryartist Kenny

nafootbail l teem, Will host the
llirrf1ltl9harr s.ldogsatMet
Atena a1 '1 p.m. Aprl17. T1dalls are
onsalett~dc:lcleV•~
Pr1c$ rang!P{Rirn
to $36JS,

sus

~WillwarmUpAIJtei ~

11\ NOtth tlnle Roc:bt 1® p.m.

TQ~-~~~
'I/Niw,af2.com fordtl~

conig{'lt.~stl'lgel'tKelth Ur-

:.1004~

tian and ~Bertdey>MJI open
ror~:nr;lcecsal'ton.salear

~.com.lltbcptkes

ffl9e'~'om s~. so to ~.A<f.
ditfonal ilfo"'IMI!:JI't untie bind i1l

MtmphlsXpknn

~~··
~ ~ ~ft\emphlsXplor-

ers.Memr.Jhts' ~ f00Cblll2

www.llttt~,cortt.

tQtn. t.c:etfM; Florida~ In
~MI-.'111 '!p.m. April

~-~~..-..,

17.Tic:kecsan be pun:hased at

~O;Mi:l tA;ebel ... lead

the MemphisSymphony as they
pefofm with piarlbtCian'itk Ohls\'lon
at~ Cannon Center lor Perform.

loj}Ms In MemPhis at 8.p.m.Atxl\
t1.Tickets can be~ at
www.tlclu!trnaSier.com.Tickiet ptkes

range from $tOto $75.

lf,(WW~(J:!(n.,.

rat)gefiom 54to$19'.Forad--

dld0nal ~llbol¢1be
arena~ 21eague. VIsit

www~

Memphis~

'Tht~ wl1t hb!lt ttleSal't

Al1onlo Spurs b their home de.
but In the fit'5l fOUnd dthe N8A
pfa,yotfsattbe~ ~

nildaJ 8:30 p.m.Aplf.22. ~
are available I! the door Of at
www.tlck«maStW.CQtn.~

range from Ss-$1$5.

The growing number of Chinese
restaurants has taken Searcy by
st.orm. Chinese buffets appear to
be a restaurant trend, with two
new buffets opening in the past
year and a half. Quick service, va·
riety, and value appear t.o be driving this trend.
Each establishment is coated
with vibrant ancient Chinese relieves, statues and wall-si?..ed pietures of the old Eastem culture.
Leading the pack is Jade Gru:den,
130N. Poplar St., who has held the
reigns ofthe Daily Citi?.en's "Searcy's
Best Chinese Restaurant" award
since 1998. The 12-vear-old establishment prides itself in premium
flank steak and the finest meat. and
vegetables around.
"We use all natural ingredients
and spices," Jennie Kou, manager
of Jade Garden, said. "We do not
use food coloring or MSG ."
Jade Garden's cleanliness on and
off the buffet corresponding with
a non-smoking atmosphere allows
patrons to indulge themselves in a
clean and fresh environment. Some
of the new items on the buffet are
the sesame chicken, peanut butter
fried chicken, crawfish and grilled
chicken terivaki.
Lunch is-served Tuesday- Sunday 11 a.m. -2 p.m. for a moderate
$5.95 and dinner i<> Tuesday - Saturday 5 p.m.- fJ p.m. (Sunday until
8 p.m.) for $7.75. At the Jade Garden, you are sure to sample some
ofSearcv's best Chinese.
One block west of Jade Garden
is the Super China B1,1{fet, 3204
E. Race Ave., where you can find
"Great Food at a Great Price.'' The
four tiers of the buffet accommodate
cuisines containing a 100 percent
vegetable oil base and zero cholesterol. The Far East delicacies range
from the popular honey chicken to
their seafood egg roll, a house special and more than 45 combinations
of sushi.
\Vith competition on the rise,
Super China Buffet has increased

their arsenal and incorporated a
few new items. The cheese vegetables, ham roll, as well as the evertrendy Szechuan and Hunan style
of chicken, shrimp and red pepper
pork, are new to the menu.
Super China accommodates up
tn 200 customers oomfortably. It has
a banquet room for intimate parties, a buffet that uses more than
111 items changed daily and waitresses that will always greet. you
with a warm smile and a fortune
cookie. Opened every clay and holidays 10:30 a.m.-3:30p.m. at $4.50
for a lunch buffet and
4 p.m.- 10 p.m. for
a $6 dinner buffut, all with the
Jill student
discount
(drink
not includ ·
ed), is
fair for
the high
qualityoffuod
and service.
The colossal New
China Buffet, 2625 E. Race
Ave., is the front runner for the
new style and taste of Searcy. By
integrating a separate 20-person
smoking room, a luseious 30- to
40-person p,arty room filled with
vibrant murals and effervescent
dragon and phoenix relieves, this
establishment is the largest Chinese restaru-ant in Searcy.
The decor is in a class of its own
with chandeliers, a 100-gallon e.xotic fish tank, florescent lighting, designer glass bordering each booth,
clQor archways imitating Eastern art,
and a 1500-pound rock sculpture/
wishing well.
Part of a 30-restam·ant ehain,
New China's behemoth of a buffet
is made up of more than 130 items
displayed over eight bars. Each bar
emhodif:\S a plethora ofcull>ines: made
fresh daily sushi, dessert bar, salad
bar, fruit bar, American-style dishes, bee( steak, chicken, and shrimp
with noodles ancl1i.ce, an appetizer bar including egg rolls and ctab

rangoons, and the soup bar.
"We are the best, plain and sinlple," Ming Zhang, manager of New
China. said. "No one else bas more
food or room for the customers than
New 'China."
The 9-month-old gargantuan of
a mstaurant will hold up t.o 300 patrons seven days a week with the
buffet running 11 a.m.- 4. p.m. for
lunch, 4:05 p.m. - H:30 p.m. for rlinner and Sunday buffet 11 a.m. - 9:
30 p.m. The lunch buffet is $5.25,
the dinner buffet is $7.25 and the
Sunday buffet i.'l $7.25 all day not
including the generous 10 percent
off with a Harding ID.
The fourth restaurant. and the
closest to
campus,
is the
China
Star.
2205
E.Ra("B
Ave. The
IDUl"-ve.arold m~tau
rant specializes
in peanut chicken, chili
chicken, com nuggets, and fried want.ons with c.ream cheese. The buffet
consists of three rows of delightful
food including self-serve Blue Bell
ice cream, beef, chicken, steak, and
American victuals with Chinese side
items and appetizers.
"The fried shrimp with onion is
one of the best sellers," Run Weng,
manager ofthe China Star, said.
"The peanut chicken is also a favorite among the teenagers."
Because the buffet is located in
the center ofthe restaurant, its intox.ir.ating aroma lingel'S throughout
the two dinning rooms. Each room
provides anwle sunlight and a panoramic view facing Race Street.
The daily buffut is accessible seven days a week Sunday- Thursday 11 a.m.- ~):30 p.m. and Friday
and Saturday 11 a.m.- 10 p.m. The
lunch buffet is $5.13 and the dinner
is $6.HH. Not including 10 percent
HU discount, it i..'l the cheapest huf.
fet meal in town. ''

Country crosses rock
Cross Canadian Ragweed mixes music genres to produce sound
.April!..,STEWART DEERE

Student reporter

•

Country music, meet your savior. You twang and you twang, but
you don't R-0-C-K Some boys from
Stillwater, Okla., have rome to send
you baek to school. Cross Canadian
Ragweed has brought a rebel boogie to yoW" ranks.
The hand's name comes from
the names of guitarist Grady Cross,
guitarist/singer Cody Canada and
pereussionist Randy Ragsdale. Bassist Jeremy Plato is also a founding
member.
Ifever a band was poi."1ed to break
onto the country scene, Cross Canadian Ragvveed is it. They already
have a large following through club
and festival shows.
An album, hit single or video
could break them into the mainInsuranc." Claims Welcome
Auto Glass Installed

Free blimates
Insurance

Deductibles Financed

Wolford's Autobody
&

Collision Repair Center
1-50 I-268-8235
1614 E. Booth Rd.
AR 72143

St'lHt~y.

rm

stream.
not saying I advocate
this, but it could happen.
"Soul Gravy," the band's sixth album, seems to anticipate this possibility with the song "Sick and Tired."
This song fuatmes vocals from country star Lee Ann \Vomaek and fills
the role of thn "slower, soft.er" song.
This is something fuund throughout
popular musie histmy: any band that
halfway rocks will put one of these
songs on their album to show their
softer side or to have a hit.
The song isn't bad, but this hand is
best when it cranks up the amps.
"Again" features greasy, distorted guitar that oo7.es the 70s rock
sounds ofLynyrd Sky"llyrd and Bad
Company, without sacrificing the
band's country twang.
Even though I have emphasi:wd
the band's ek>ctric side, they also are
skilled at the sound of bluegrass as

evidenced by the dohro-aided ''Down."
This acoustic song is a fine display
of country-influence roots.
Band memher's pla:ying skills are
heard in the closing tl'ack ''Too Far
Gone," which features a brief bass
guitar solo from Plat.o. At the solo's
end, the band joins Plato for 40 seconds of shredding, eled;ric glory.
The di<>e also features an ex(..-ellent bonus track, a cover of the song
"Stranglehold" by rock and roll madman Ted Nugent. The band skillfully captures the sound and spirit
of the original song.
Even though this album has a
few weak trucks and it appears some
ooncessions to the mainstt-eam have
been made, the majority are strong.
Thi<> album is well worth purchasing and will appeal tn both muntry
and classic rock fans. '"

***~
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"American Idol Season 3:
Grett Soul classiun

FOr tarts who
crave the sounds
of televi:siort's reality ttlt".O:merican ldol,"this
album pll)vjdes
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"Bit Fish"
Director Tim Burton

tell$ a SQutnem tale
ofedW<!rd 8loom,a
man known for hls

elabolate story-tell-

Ing. VieWers most decide the authenticity
of each t¥ as they

follow me young Bloom CEwao
McG~r) in his ooiventurf.!S.
Roted:PG-13
list Prior. $.28.9$
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University exists.
It attempts to serve as a forum for
scudent perspectives, welcoming leners
to the editor which adhere to ethical
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more than 300 words in length.
Signed columns appearing in
the Biwn are tl>e vlews of the writer
alld may not reflect the offidal policy
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EDITOR'S NOTE: Illustrator Zach Cheatham has the week off, so deep from the Bison's archives comes this cartoon by Noah Fence from the Nov. 22, 1985 issue.

McNews and Starbucks-filled lives
College students need to exercise their freedom to know
day, oung profe ionals who hop
o,n th reen every morning and rid
to 42nd itreet have five minutes to
catch up on the world while sipping
their white ra ·pb rry mochas from
Starbucks on the way to work.
That's just not enough time, newspaper editors say. They're right. Only 41
percent of Americans ages 18-24 read a
daily newspaper, according to the American Journalism Review. Something has to
change. Editors face this dilemma every
day when they see updated circulation
numbers.
Although most editors want to stick to
the purist level of journalism, many have
jumped on a bandwagon- the McNews
bandwagon.
Since the 1980s when USA Today (or
the McPaper) disrupted traditional journalism, large city newspapers have been
fighting for Generation X and Ys attention.
McNews, editors are calling it, gives
readers quiek tidbits of the world in small
briefs with large, colorful graphics and
pictures.
In 2002 the Chicago Tribune recognized this when it developed RedEye, a
dailv tabloid that battles for the Internet
gen~ration with fresh stories and gutsy
headlines.
"It's like a McDonald's hamburger.''
Bob Davis, the senior adviser for RedEye,
said at an editorial staff meeting in 2002.
"I mean who's kidding who? It's a quarter. If you want a gourmet meal you go to
Charlie Trotter's. If you want a burger on
the fly you buy this thing. We're not the
Chateaubriand. We're a burger."
Even if the smell of the burger lures
readers in, that doesn't mean all Generation X andY members are happy with
this trend. Many young professionals feel
insulted. Rachel Smolkin, 29, and a former Scripps Howard reporter, said in a

RENEE lEWIS

Just

Ramble
As young people, we should use that right
and soak up all the information about the
world we (an, even if that means we have to
read the Gray Lady word for word.

Novembe1· 2003 American Journalism
Review editorial piece that these two generations are smarter than newspaper editors give them credit for.
"Is this really the way the newspaper
industry plans to ensure its survival? If
tykes are willing to savor an 870-page
Harry Potter [book], then surely we in
the Gen X andY crowds can slog through
an 800-word newspaper story."
Although there are a few young journalistic purists left out there, most Generation X andY members have sunk to
this McNews trend. There are a few theories explaining this trend.
One, we just don't have enough time.
We work. We study. We work. We study.
We work. We study. We ... You get the
picture. Throw catching up with the
world into the mix, and we're sure to reserve a bed in the rubber room for ourselves.
Two, maybe we just want to know
enough to get through a conversation
with our bosses while on regular Starbucks breaks. Reading the McNews
blurbs will give us just enough info to
hold our own with the Fortune 500 execs.
Three, maybe we just don't care about
the world around us, and we want ap-

pearances to say we do. Buying a news·
paper for mere appearance sake is no
reason to buy a newspaper. However, I'll
admit, while in New York City 01· Boston,
I've wanted to look more like a local New
Yorker or Bostonian, so I'd pick up the
Post or the Globe. Shame on me.
I hope none of these theories hold true
for you. Having the freedom to know as
much about the world as we possibly can
is a blessing. Being in touch with our surroundings is a right and an obligation of
the American citizen.
Whatever our_reasons for grabbing
the least amount of news we can from a
newspaper, we need to re-evaluate. We
are given this right to know.
Good for you for making it this far in
this column. I'm probably preaching to the
choir right now. Believe me, you need to
read the words on these pages. Not only
to know what's going on. but also because
there's a slew of people who work hard to
put this together for you every week.
Just ask the 150 or so people on campus today for the annual Arkansas College Media Association eonference. These
attendees represent Arkansas colleges' student publications staff.'>. and they
know how difficult and time-consuming it
is to produce publications of this stature
every week. Ask our professors too. I bet
they'll tell you we need a break.
Nonetheless. wo want you to know
these stories.
After all, one day your roommate is going to need interesting stories to tell his
grandchildren. Today's front-page story
about Ju Go Ju and Ko ,Jo Kai winning
Spring Sing again might just be worthy of
a bedtime story in 50 years.

RENEE lEWIS is the layout editor for the Bison. She
adapted this column from an essay originally
completed for English 28l.She may be contacted at relewis71 @hotmail.com or 279-4275.
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JEFFREY C. HUNTER

AWord In

Spring surroundings offer a sweet temptation
OUR VIEW
PROBLEM
Warm temperatures
are here. and apathy
is resurfaced in the
minds of students.
SUGGESTION
The Bison suggests

students think of
summer as a future
reward and school
as a present frame
of mind.
The Bison also
suggests that
students encourage
one another to get
their work done in
the time allotted.

The sun is shining. The birds are sing- is. (Even the Bison can't publish a final issue
ing. The flowers are pretty. And academic until the adviser says so.)
excellence is the furthest thing from most
So how do we overcome this summer feof our minds right now.
ver-type disease? We get a clue for one. No
Instead of studying in the library for that more pity parties. We are not the only people
International Relations test tomorrow morn- struggling to get through this semester. All
ing, we would rather be playing on the front of our peers want to quit too.
lawn with our buddies.
Second, we encourage each other. Tough
If we're going to be honest, we need to love works. When your roommate wants to
say that walking from class to class is a go outside and slack instead of studying for
temptation medium for most of us.
International Relations, stop him. He'll hate
Seeing those who don't
you for the evening, but when
have anything to do but bask We are all in the same boat right he gets an A on an Elrod
test he'll thank you.
in the warmth of spring on
now. School life is hectic, and
b,Umket on t.he front lawn
Thil:d. we let the idea of
we want to be anywhere but in
o.nly discourages us from
a faa ~approaching summer
a dassroom. We want to go to
_finishing the long walk bevaqation motivate us. Soon
tween Bible and that long Heber and work on our tans, but enough we'll pack up our
International Relations dass
rooms and have plenty of
duty calls.
with no windows.
basking and playing time.
We are all in the same boat right now. For now, however, let summer be your future
School life is hectic, and we want to be any" reward; and let working hard be your present
where but in a classroom. vVe want to go to attitude.
Heber and work on our tans, but duty calls.
Fourth. we think as Christian men and
Professors keep reminding us the clock is women. Glorifying God can be done through
ticking, and our projects are due in a few studying too. God did not design us to be lazy.
weeks.
He designed us to work to our potential for his
Unfortunately, we can't escape reality. kingdom. Our potential is probably an A in
Reality is it's not summer yet, and we still International Relations. Oh, the thought.
have work to do.
Nothing bad could ever come from workWe can't give up quite yet. We're paying ing hard and doing our best in, yes, even
to go to school. We need to get our money's International Relations.
worth and accomplish what we came here
So for now, trade in the beach blankets
for - to learn. Learn?!?! \Vb.at? Yes, even and sunscreen for a cup of coffee and your
in the 80-degree weather we need to learn. Interanational Relations book. You woil't
Class isn't over until the university says it regret it. We promise.

LEITERS TO THE EDrTOR
LE11ER POUCY PDA:Wheredowe draw the line?
The Bison welcomes

your views on issues of
interest to the Harding
community. Letters to
the editor from students,
faculty, administrators
and the Searcy community are encouraged.
Letters must be signed,
contain a phone
number for verification
and be no more than
300 words in length.The
Bison reserves the right
to edit letters for style,
clarity and brevity.

Letters to the editor
may be submitted
to HU Box 11192 or
thebison@harding.edu.

While I do not advocate vulgar displays
of affection in public, I was offended by
the April9letter "Enough with the PDA."
I feel that, to an extent, some singletons
on campus are overly sensitive about what
defines gross PDA.
I am married and know couples, other
than my husband and I, who can kiss and
hug each other in public without offending everyone in the vicinity. Some of these
couples have been publicly embarrassed
by anti-emotion zealots who shout and
embarrass any couple being affectionate
on campus.
Last semester a friend of mine was
crying on her boyfriend's shoulder. Girls
on the second floor of her dorm obviously thought a passionate display was in
progress because they started banging on
windows and yelling at my friend to break
it up. The incident was ridiculous.
I do think that some people overstep
decency bounds. I don't like seeing couples

try to set records for longest lip lock any
more than the next person, but we do have
to respect their right to be affectionate as
much as said couple should respect our
right to not be a voyeur.
Temperance on both sides is recommended.
Couples should keep other people's
sensitivities in mind, but singles should be
reasonable about what is obscene, and we
should all deal with each other with love.
I suggest that if a twosome offends
you, rather than yelling out and drawing
everyone else's attention to said exhibitionists, politely ask them to stop. Yelling "PDA Patrol!" and "Get a room!" only
angers people and makes the couple think
you are, to use Ronny Rozzell's words
[from his April9letter], "just a pathetic
loser who can't 'partner up'."
Besides, is "Get a room," which seems
to be the favorite heckling phrase on campus, really the advice we should be giving
as Christians?

Bonnie Bowles, senior

AlK BACK
As the year comes to a close, how are you dealing with the stress?
Do you have any specific techniques?

"I'm on the lacrosse
team, and I take my
stress out on other
players."

-David Miller, freshman

"[I'm] trying to handle
it by studying with
people in class and
getting tutors. It's
hard, but I'm going
to try. This is my
first semester at this
school.''

"I have to sit down, take
away all distractions and
work. It helps me to go to
the library and get out of
my dorm room."

-Blake Smith, junior

-Julia Selby, sophomore

"I sit on roy bed and
eat peanut butter and
M&Ms."

Edgewise

Adarkdayin
the Asylum
it comes to the issues of
day, theA.m,erican people
m to ha e et bad hor ,m roem01: lo s. if not a
la.ck :fur all rational though
At times, we look like an asylum for
the feeble minded.
Take, for instance, our current
war troubles. President Bush and his
cabinet made it very clear early on
that the war against terrorism would
not be short, easy or inexpensive. He
made the same statements about the
war in Iraq. No one voiced objections
(or at least valid ones) then. Now, the
war has become long, difficult and
expensive, and everyone is road.
It is interesting that officials,
soldiers and Iraqis themselves seem
to be painting an entirely different picture than journalists on the
battlefield. There is little doubt that
the situation is dangerous and deeply
troubling, but why the discrepancies?
I want to have faith in my future
colleagues. but when natives and
soldiers alike are confused by reports
of"uprisings," "anarchy" and "chaos,"
one has to wonder if our media has
begun hallucinating a little.
Meanwhile back
When it comes
at the asylum, the
to the issues
"bipartisan" 911 1
of the day, the
Commission is

M

·~vestigating"

American people
seem to have very
bad short-term
memory loss.

what led up to
our nation's worst
tragedy. If you've
had guts enough
to sit through a
live TV broadcast of the commission's
hearings, you've noticed that it seems
more like drama auditions than an
investigation.
I'm in favor of finding out who was
responsible for the lapse in intelligence, but I'm tired ofboth sides of the
political spectrum getting in the way
of the truth. No more tell-aU books.
No more tyrannical questioning. No
more evasive testimony. Just give the
people the truth, and get on with it.
Our weak memories seem to
have made us forget who was really
responsible for the attacks. Neither
President Bush, President Clinton, the CIA or the FBI were in the
cockpits of those airplanes. Terrorists
were.
Hopefully our country's sound mind
will finally prevail in these situations
- otherwise, we are in for a very long
and uncomfortable stay in the asylum.
Congratulations to those clubs who
were victorious in Spring Sing last
weekend. It was an impressive show,
but not nearly as impressive as the
hospitality exhibited to our thousands of guests. We joke and laugh
about the extra work that goes on
when we have visitors (I didn't even
know the floors in Allen Hall could
even be cleaned), but Harding knows
how to make its guests feel welcome.
Ivlany saw their first Spring Sing,
and others were here for their 31st
consecutive showing- sitting in
the audience belting out every word
of"United We Stand." Either way,
whether it was creating them or recalling them, this was a weekend for
memories. I, for one, will never forget
the two weeks of my Harding career
when there was a disco ball hanging
over the pulpit during chapeL
JEFFREY C. HUNTER is editor-in-chief of the Bi-

-Elizabeth Barnett. freshman

son. He can be reached at (501) 279-4471
or jchunter@harding.edu.
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Pro scouts test players' draft dreams
BRANDON SUBLEnE
Student reporter

Pop Quiz
OK boys and girls, it's time
for a pop quiz. Don't worry it's
really easy, just one question;
multiple choice. Here we go:

'Which of the following events
occurred recently?
A. Jessica Simpson won an
eighth-grade spelling bee.
B. William Hung l.OOS auxirdeda Grammy.
C. Phil Mickehron won the
Maste1·'s golf tournament.
D. The Tigers, Reds, Brewers
and Pirates opened the MLB season with winning records.
E. Both C and D.

•

If you answered E, yo·u are
corre<:t!
I know. I almost had to
pinch myself too. Although all
of these events seem extremely
unrealistic, two of them actually did occur.
I can hardly believe Mickelson finally won a major. In
the last lOyears, he's had the
reputation of being the Buffalo Bills or Atlanta Braves
of the golfing world.
He was always the bridesmaid, never the bride. So many
times he had the chance to win
a major championship within
his grasp. So many times the
chance slipped away, and he
was left to watch relative unknowns like Mike Weir and
Shaun Micheel surpass him in
winning championships.
Finally, this was his year.
Maybe winning a major will
open doors to win more majors. Maybe someday I'll say
"I wish Mickelson would stop
winning ·and let Tiger win a ,
maj01· or two."
But after watching him celebrate the joy of winning his
first green jacket April 11, I
probably will never get sick of
watching him win.
As for baseball, isn't it nice
to see the low-budget teams doing well for a change instead of
just playing for change.
No matter how many times
they say it, 111 never get used to
hearing the "Baseball Tonight"
guys say, "If the season ended
today, the Devil Rays would
win the AL East."
Somehow I have to think that
Disney already has someone work.ing on a script for a movie about
the 2004 season starring Tony
Danza tentatively titled, ":Who
Beat the Boss?''
Although the low-budget
teams are starting out strong,
I don't expect them to finish
strong.
Don't get me wrong, I
want to see them do well.
But come October, I'm sure
we'll still see the teams that
spent more time chasing dollar signs than a World Series
ring still playing.
Even so, I'd still say the
Bn}wers have a better chance
of earning a trip to the World
Series this season than Jessica Simpson does trying to spell
photosynthesis correctly. "'

As NFL teams narrow down
their top choices for next weekend's dmft. former college players
are preparing themselves to play
at a higher level whether they are
drafted or not.
After finishing his college career in 2003, Tim Polk believes he
belongs on a professional football
team. He is spending the off-season
preparing himself so that scouts
will also believe he belongs.
"Right now, I'mjustfocusingon
working out in order to get stronger
and fast-er,'' Polk said. "I need to
focus on the stuff that is required
at [professional] try-outs."
Earlier this spring, Polk auditioned his talent<> in front of scout.">
from the Calgary Stampeders ofthe
Canadian Football League. Polk said
an array of players of every skill
level were present to try out.
"There were a lot of guys out
there that were good and some who
aren't very good at all just trying
to live out a dream," Polk said.
"But, you can't be in awe of who
you're with out there, you just do
what you can do."
Polk said he plans to attend a
scout camp in June where all professional scouts will be on-hand
looking to sign players to freeagent contracts.
The scouts will test the shuttle run, the 40-yard-dash and the
vertical leap. Polk said the scouts
will also look at the linebackers'
receiver coverage skills.
Polk said playing professional
football iB a top goal for him. He
believes he has what it takes to
impress scouts and earn a spot
on a roster.
"I want to do it while I'm young,"
Polk said. "I think I can do it. I've
seen the talent at some of these
levels. I think I have an edge over
a lot of the competition."
For smaller school':! like Harding
that don't receive national publicity,
professional soouts start looking at
players years before the :r..TFL draft.
The t11ansfer of college dreams
into a professional reality begins
when the spring football season
kicks off in March.
The spring is a period when the
scouts start trickling in and around
the athletic complex in search of
their next top draft pick. The focus is on the juniors that will be
playing in their senior year the
following season.
Once a season concludes, professional scouts are requi1·ed to call
the coach of a university and in-

Sports Teams
Clubs-Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven Campus
Fudraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our free programs
make fund raising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so get with the program! It works.
Contact Campus Fundraiser at (888} 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

JEFF MONTGOMERY/HARDING PUBliC RELATIONS

Tun Polk (2),a Harding Unebaclrerfrom 200Q-03, wraps up a Southern Arkansas running back in the Bisons game against the Mule riders Nov. 12,
2003. Polk is currently preparing himself mentally and physically in order to pursue a career in professional football. This time of year is important for
soon-to-be seniors at small schools like Harding to establish themselves with professional scouts as quality players.

quire about prospective post-college players.
The recruiters then come to visit
the campus and start dissecting
the players' skills, one by one.
Some recruiters arrive at the
August two-a-days conditioning sessions. Others turn up after the first
couple of games. No matter when
they come, they are all there for
one specific reason - to obtain a
prospective professional athlete to
strengthen their team.
Head football coach Randy Tribble said the players enjoy seeing
the scouts visit their practices.
"It's great fm· the program, especially when the freshmen see
scouts come around practice,"
Tribble said.
A typical morning of soout analysis consists of weighing and measuring the players. The scouts measure
everything from players' heights to
the widths oftheir hands. Even LQ.
tests are administered.
Recruiters then proceed to analyze game film by examining plays
and. checking for work ethic.

Tribble believes a good game film is
essential for a player to be noticed.
"Players need to make good film
by their junior year," Tribble said.
"It is imperative."
Another form of evaluating the
players is timing their 40-yard-dash
times on the game field.
"These times will be slightly
slower due to the type of terrain
they're sprinting on and the type
of shoes," Tribble said.
Scouts want to establish game
scenarios. They want to see how
the players will perform on the
field in football equipment.
A background analysis iB also
conducted on potential candidates
to ensure player stability, both mentally and legally.
Recruiters perform extensive background checks by contacting the playen! family members, the university's
security t'CCO.rds, interviewing officers
!mdcontat'tingtheplayer'shighschool
or junior college.
The psychoanalysis allows soouts
to look for chat·aeteristics of team
leadership or the lack thereof.

You could run with the bulls at Pamplona ...

... or dive the Great Barrier
Reef..: .. but

for some real excitement,
come run in the 21th annual..

r

• Overall male and female winners
in the 5K and 1OK get a free 3 monm
fitness membership at Healthcorp \

• All sponsored runners raising $25
more run free and get a shirt. The person raising the most
gets a free 3 month Healthcorp membership and other prizes;
second and third place also get several gifts.
h'

Forms available in the Bible office

tl

"They do not leave any stone
unturned," Tribble said. "They
perform a thorough check."
Professional scouts are sent
throughout the country and recruit f1'0m Division I to NAIA.
The level ofplay is comparatively
the same structure set up by implementing fuur levels ofpost collegiate
oompetition: NF'L, CFL, Arena Football I and two and the National Indoor Football League.
Each level progresses in intensityandcompetition:All-Aincricans
play against other All-Americans.
This sometimes means lining up
agaiust an old teammate.
Scout.s make sure the dreams
of college athletes are tried and
tested en route to gridiron glory
in a professional league. "'
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Twisters look to touch down on '04 season
MATT PRICE
Sports editor

Mom always said "Don't play
football .in the house." The Arena 2
Football League's Arkansas Twisters are trying t.o change her mind.
Arena football began inside
Little Rock's Alltel Arena in
2000. The Twisters were one of
15 teams to begin play during the
Arena 2's inaugural season.

The league has

Arkansas Twisters linebacker Jimi Holden (left) tries to shed the block of a defen~er
at the team's practice Tuesday. Holden is a former Bi~on, who rlayed for Hard1ng
between 1999 and 2000. Holden is in his first season wrth the Tw1sters. Through two
games, Holden has registered 3.5 tackles on defense and six yards on one carry as a
fullback on offense.

----=

since expanded to 28
teams and serves as a
''farm-system" to larger
leagues including the
Arena Football League,
Canadian
Football
League, NF~-Europe
and even the NFL.
Reggie Swinton, a
member ofthe 2001 Twisters, is
currently playing for the Detroit
Lions as a kick/punt returner and
receiver.
Despite failing to reach the
playoffs in its opening season, the
Twisters set the highest season
attendance record in the league.
Arkansas accomplished more
than just setting attendance records' in 2002 by earning its first
plavoff birth.
Last season, the Twisters had
their most successful year to date.
The Twisters fielded a strong
defense led by last season's Defensive Plaver ofthe Year Kahlil
Carter, cur~ent:ly of the AFL's Orlando Predators. Carter led the
league with 14 interceptions.
The team earned a second
consecutive playoff spot and came
within one game of the league's
Arena Cup championship.
The team has found its sue·
cess through the leadership of
head coach Gary Anderson, who
is ehter.ing his fourth season as
the Twisters' top boss.
Anderson was a standout
running back for the University
of Arkansas from 1979-82 and
spent eight years in the NFL.
Anderson said the road to a
successful 2004 campaign may
not be an easy one. As the team
strives to earn a third straight
playoff appearance.

Aptil 17·18- @Arkansas-Monticello
April21· @ Lyon
April24-25-@ Ouachita Baptlst

April16-30

ERVIC

DANNY FINCH, OwNeRIMAN~R

Lacroae:
April t7~ Truman StateUniversity

@Columbia, Mo.
April18 -Kansas UniVersity
@Columbia, Mo.

June 25 -Quad City
Steamwheelefs
July16- MemphisXplorers

July 31 - BossierOty BattJewings
Ttcbtpricesrange ft'om $8.75 to
$36.25 and are available onrme

atwww.tid<etmaster.comand all
TICketmaster outlets.
football] as far as I can:· Holden
said. "I'd like to advance to a
higher level each year I play."
The sport of arena football
is unique to regular football hHcause all the action is compacted
into a 60- yard field. Sidelines
are nearly absent from the game.
Small rosters field players that
have to play on both sides of the
ball.
The game has established
itself as being fan-friendly as
teams have expanded from coastto-eoast, even Hawaii has a team
in the Arena 2league.
Anderson said the fastpaced, in-your-faee aetion of
arena football keeps fans on
their feet for an entire game.
He encourages anyone who's
·never SeEm
game to experience the atmosphere.
''There's never a dull moment,"
Anderson said. "Something's always going to be going on. A lot
of points are going to be scored.
Someone's always going to be going toward the end zone. If you
want to take your family somewhere and have a good time, this
is your sport." ~

a

•

Kicklttg:

• Kickoffs ate
from t he g oal

line.

• Punting
is Illegal.On
fourth down, a
team may go
for a first down.
tO\,IGhdoWn or
field goat.

two-man
inactive
~.

•

Players
play offense and defense
with the exception of
kick returner on deferlsel
and two dEfensive
special isis.
Oftens1ve motion: One
receiver rnay go in
forward mot1on before

the$nap.

Alignment, brakes, shocks, struts, battery,

sub shop

o il & lube, front end repair•..

Mon.-Sat. 10!30-9:00
Sun. n:oo-7:30

I
I
I
I

The only difference ts
that a team is awarded
four polots for a field
goal by drop kick.

• Tile reteivlng team rnay
field any kickoff or
mrssed field goal tha

the kicker, quarter~
offensive spedalist (the

cv boot, cv axles, U-joints, wheel balancing,

309 Wisconsin St
368-TIRE (8473)

June 12 -Albany Conquest

actiw
roster;

White County's newest & complete tire,
wheel & service specialist

.•.and parental billing
is available!

May 22 -Tulsa Talons

and SO yards long with
eight-yard end zones.

ER

BFGaodl'ich

May 8· Tennessee Valley VIpers

surf~c~ 85 feet Wide

•
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The Players and Formations:
•
Elght
players on
the field;
19-man

----

T1

.

•

April17 - Birmingham Steeldogs

Scoring:

The Field:

Baseball:

Upcoming Harding
Sporting Events

"We're just going to have to
work harder," Anderson said.
"We've got a lot of young guys
we're teaching the game. Hopefully they'll learn enough to play
it and .in the end have an even
better season than last year."
The Twisters opened the season strong at home April3 beating
the San Diego Riptide 48-38.
However, the team could not
get anything to work for them
offensively on the
road against the
Peoria Pirates
April 9 and lost
the game 22-13.
The
team
looks to improve
on its 1-1 record
Saturdav
at
home ag-..rinst the Birnungham Steeldogs.
One ofthe team's young players who is making his presence
known is former Harding Bison
Jimi Holden who's in his first
season of professional football.
"He's unbelievable, we're fortunate to have come across him,"
Anderson said. ''The guy is 100
miles per hour all the time. We're
luckv to have him."
Holden played linebacker fur the
Bisons in 1999 and 2000. He ranks
fourth on Harding's single game total tackle'S list, registering 15 tackles
against North Alabama in 2000.
For the Twisters, Holden hnes
up defensively at linebacker. He
has 8.5 tackles on the year. Offensively, Holden plays fullback
and has one rushing attempt on
the season for six yards.
Holden said there aren't major
differences between playing in the
Arena 2 and NCAA Division II.
"The talent level is pretty close,''
Holden said. "The game is a little
faster because the field is so much
smaller. But, there's really not too
many differences other than some
rules. It's still football."
Holden said he's loves the opportunity to play football again
and uses each game to learn
more about arena football. He
hopes to do well at this level in
order to continue a professional
playing career.
.
"I plan to take [profesSional

I
I
I
I
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rebounds off the net.
Pas$1ng:

•

A forward pass that
rebounds off of the end
zone net tta live ball aJ'Id
lS 111 play until I tOll('~

the playing surtace.
Counestycil..alOT!~

STUDENT DISCOUNT!
One-Topping Pizzas
Medium $5 Large $6.15

268-9000
Carryout or Delivery
Free Delivery : Sunday-Thursday 'til Midnight
Friday & Saturday 'til 1 a.m •

~\

HU golftees offfor

GSC Championships
MATT PRICE

Freshmen Jay Paul Wade and
JonianJayrnnkserondand thin! on
the team, awraging srores of80.70
A finish in the middle of the and 80.06 per game respectively.
FoUowing the basketball seapack at the 2004 Gulf South
Conference Tournament would son, .Matt Hall, the GSC's basbe a successful end to the Harding ketball Freshman of the Year.
joiJK>d the golf team and helped
Biaoru; 200~:s-O•t golf season.
the Bisoru; finish strong in two
"'We"n, .reali!Kic that !here are a
~ts, averaging a l!et>re of just
lot more teams with more talent than
OVt=."r 81.
u.<;.~ Dr. Nicky ~'11 "'.Jlfroach.~
The h ..>am most recent.ly par1'o fini<ili in the middr of the pack
ticipated in the
would ben 1 ~rtf \,c.
F r t>d Hal·d 11y
~:
"We do have some good
IDJ'IIl [ "mve r ll\
In dccrl . th .:
sofid young players. We
' prin ' lnv il~~
B~ on. will _f~l ·
have a good future.,.
tmrutl
_\vril 5 ..(),
" ff ompt:' Hton
t lwr IT fini .. h I
• u n d a~
wh n
Dl JIKKY BOYD, GOlHOAOt
thJfd.
tb e ,- T to o ff a r
Murphy was
l
-Hoi prmg;
Hardm!( t p finisher. He tied for
t.\rk.. C'oun1.n.· Jub.
Si'X of the 12 participating teams fifth . .. bOC)llDg round"< ofRO and 7i> ~
mnk in the NCA.~Divll..ion ll South for the two-day tournament
The team's. highest finish for
RegiDn top 10. including defending
GSC champion WL>St Florida. who the 2003-04 season was a l>(>Cond-plaee fini'Oh at the FHC Fall
rnnks fir.;t in the regi1m.
Boyd said the re-.u'o4ms the Bisons Invitational Oct. 6-7.
Murphy helped holster the
struggle to compete with other GSC
te-d:ms is becaw;e Harding golfel'8 team's performance by finishplay without receiving scholar- ing first overall. He shot. rounds
ships. This makes it difficult to of 73 and 71 and became ju;;t
the third Bison ever to win a
retTUit the top young gnlfers.
Three freshmen golfers ac- tournament.
Boyd said he is pleased with the
count for much of the team·s
talent revel ofthis year's !!qUad.
sucress in 2003-2004.
~we do have some good solid
Through six events and 13
nmfuL">, Drew Murphy leads the young players."' Boyd said. "We're
team averaging a score of '1K61 optimistic that they will get better_ We have a good future.~
perg-c~me.
Sports editor

OJ!mS SffiiGttT i The Bison

If at first HU succeeds•••

Sra • r • - tint IMseman Ben Boyd stretches to make a catch as a Christian Brothers player is thrown out in the Bi- 1 ; n-711os<> Ap0112 atJeny Moore field. The Bisons dropped the three-game conference series to the Buccaneers two
~ lo -·The Bi!iOfls hit the road fo• their next two conference series. This weekend the team tr<tvels to take on the
,1.11.

•

m Atkansas-MOI'Iticello.

---------

B. ons want to play spoiler ~t
men's tennis championships
MATTPRKE
Sports editor

I'M 11M playoffs an )fst startiiiiJ, but the NHl. playoffs are Just htati11g up.
Who will advaet tt fbe IIUt rmad? You IIIIISt duiftl fhe last btQ Willtur
Johlt frafthaw.~atailt. The propotticator with the 1110st pGlllts
wl will two free blffet' with llrblks fr11111 Piua Pro ill Sear~ Playi~ is
...,. Jut prMiet tiN wbltltrs of eadlgatae a11d the uaet results of the
tie-tlrubr: 1hetl tear otrt thlt fllnl atMI drop it ill tbt Sports Cba{lettge IHix
llat ft die U.t Pest Oftee witt8w lly 10 p.111, frtUy.

was_.

Na""------------------Jox • ________
Photte • _ _ _ _ _
MLB (4/17)
0
0
0

0

0
0
0

0
0

Florida @ Atlanta
Oaklaml @Anaheim
Nl' Yankees @ Boston
Colorado @ St. Louis

NBA Playoffs (4/ 17)
Boston @ Indiana
New York@ New Jersey
Houston @ LA Laken

0
0
0

0

0
0

0

NHLPlayoffs (4/17)
New Jersey @ Philadelphia

Dallas @ Colorado
Tie Breaker:

NBA Playoffs
Guc~s

Llu: 11 inner and cxm:L score
of Saturday\ ~arne.

Memphis @ San Antonio
*Editor's picks are in bold

D
0

When the men's tennis team
m(.•mlwrs take t-he court Saturdav
to face nationaUv-ranked Vald~
sta State in the first round of the
Gulf South Conference Tournam~nt. they should be ready.
The team faced four ranked
teams throughout the 1'\ea.sono
including fifth-ranked Drury,
ninth-ranked Ouachita Bapti~t.
Delta State (feU from ranking;;)
and Division I foe Arkansas- Little

Rock.
,\Ithough the team dropped
each of its matches to these
teams. the playllr>; gained trem('ndous exp('rience according
to junior Stephen Paine.
~we. had really good competition thi.'i yea1·:· Paine said. "Our
young Jllayers had to get. U~<t!d tu
the tough competition.""
The Bi:;;on:;; played benefieia:ry
to th Tlf b('in.g on1y £ ur teaTIU:> in
the
W' tern i i ·nn . .-\11
four teams auU>matically qualifu:-d tor tbt> GSC tournament.
The team is 1-!3 in tiM> GSC.
12-9 overall. The Bison.<>· lone conference win came against winless
Chri1;tian Brothe~.
The four representatives from
the Eastern Division all own national r.tnkings.
Valdosta State. the tournament host, is ranked fourth in
the countt·y according to College
Tennis On1int>. The Blazers own
the lreCOnd seed out of the East
Divi<>ion.
The tournament's top team is
se1..-ond-ranked and undefeated
West Florida. North Alabama
owns the tourmunenf!>third sef.-d
and is ranked third nationaJly.
Lincoln Memorial, the fourthseed, ranks 36th in the nation.
Paine believes. the teams
Harding has faced this ~ason
compare to Valdosta.
1n correlation to this 8eason.

OJIIDS 5HiiGff HlrL- llisoll>

Redshirtfresa-n ltidanl Rllizreturnsa~ at the men'~ tl!'aln practice Wednesday.
The team is preparing itself to t'ake on some of DMsioflll'!l mosttalmted teams at the
QM Sou1tt Conference Tournament in ~a, Ga.

tbe tournament il!' going to be
::<aid. ~we faced
Ouachita and Drury "'bo :uv top
10 teams. Ithink Valdosta will be
pretty f>quat~
Ilt.'f!J)ite a high national ranking, Paine hopes Valdosta will
take the Bisnm• lightly in the:
first round_
-u we can have a good day. I
think we 1..-an take i:hem.~ ~
sa ttl.
.PaiJID bold& a 12-6 indi¥idual
re(:ord on tbfl. year. He fi.nii:!ht!tt
1-2 in conference. His 12 ww
tough.~ Pain~:

tied freshman Ryan Roberts fOr
tire tC'am high.. Roberts fini..,bed
tht> regular season 12-9 and al;;;o
1-2 in conference.
Paine IM-lieves a win against
Valdosta in the first round would
give the ieam the momentum it
~·uuld need to advance to nationals_

The Bi~os must win the GSC
tournament m order to qualify
for the national tournament.
The Btsow. ftglllar sea."!!OIIftD:rd
i.<> ntlt high ellOU#!h to~ them
;';\~.

